Metals, membranes, and amyloid-β oligomers: key pieces in the Alzheimer's disease puzzle?
Over the past 100 years, there has been an exponential increase in our understanding of the underlying pathology of Alzheimer's disease (AD). This growth in knowledge has largely stemmed from the intensification of research into AD which has occurred over the past three decades and the incorporation of the amyloid cascade hypothesis as the generally accepted dogma of AD pathogenesis. While at times contentious, the notion that AD arises from aberrations in amyloid-β (Aβ) production and degradation has led to a number of significant breakthroughs in the way in which AD is currently diagnosed and in the attempts at disease modifying therapies, from investigations into the underlying factors mediating the aggregation of Aβ to the development of therapeutic strategies and measures of neuroimaging allowing Aβ burden to be monitored within the AD-affected brain. This review focuses on some of the recent work we have conducted toward elucidating the role of Aβ in AD.